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From the OMA
Safety Dance? - With all the hype on neck braces, rider safety seems to be at the forefront of everyone’s thoughts these days. Everyone is thinking of ways to make the sport safer. How can something so fun and so liberating be so dangerous? There is no
way to make what we do 100% safe, there are ways to reduce the risk however. Rider etiquette is something that most people take for granted until they are cut off at the last minute by a newbie who is darting from left to right, and riding all over the track.
There are some very simple rules to riding amongst other people on a motocross track. Rule #1 – Hold your line. When in doubt of those around you, do not move to the left or right erratically. Rule #2 – Do not stop on the track at any time, please pull off the
track to stop and check your fuel screw. Rule #3 – if you going to roll a jump, please do so to the extreme left or right of the takeoff. However do not violate rule #1 in doing so. Rule #4 – Do not exit or renter the track, or change lines without looking to see
if someone is committed to that line. Rule #5 – Do not ride over your head, know your limits, and only try jumps when you know you are ready, not when you think you are ready. As a group we need to get comfortable riding around others, if everyone would
just take a minute and follow these rules, it would everyone’s day of riding and racing go that much better.
Along the same lines, the faster riders need to make good decisions when over taking slower riders. If a slower rider is rolling a big jump in the dead center of it, he shouldn’t have put himself in that position, but now is not the time to fly by him on the left or
right and throw a big whip just to prove you can. Be cautious, nobody is getting rich racing in Ohio. Make good decisions and have fun, that’s why we ride. Have fun, be safe.
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Rain or Shine by Jarrett Strouble
Motocrossers often lay claim to how tough
our sport is. Yes motocross is tough!
Motocross requires pure grit to hit the
throttle in a competitive circumstance. The
holeshot is perhaps the scariest moment
of any motocross race. You know that
everyone will be twisting the throttle and
grabbing gears trying to get into first place.
It’s just plain ruthless and it displays the
shear courage and commitment of racers to
hold it on as long as we can.
Ohio International Raceway is back in
action by trusted leadership. The hope is
always high for just the right weather on
any Sunday to offer premium motocross
racing. OIR in times past is well known for
it’s gnarly 5th-gear tapped holeshot into an
uphill launcher. Whether to your delight or
dismay; the start was changed into a 180
degree left-hander instead of the wide-open
sweeper. This change was made for safety
reasons. The start is key for a racer to get
a good position for the rest of the race. The
holeshot is only a 5-15 second segment of
your entire race but a very important moment
in the race. It’s still that same moment, it’s
just safer, and instead of testing the rider
on how well we can hold it on, it now test’s
a racer on how well we can brake.
This race has taken place early in the
season as we are still feeling the effects of
Ohio winter weather that has dragged on
and on this year. The grounds weren’t as
spruced up as we remember but the race

track is back in action as of right now. Riders
met some new changes to the race track that
were primarily in the back section resulting
in probably 20 second shorter lap times than
before. The lap time is right around 2 minutes
for the average rider with the current layout.
LIke many of us, we have been anticipating
the return of OIR at a high-standard since
we first heard the news of right leadership
in place last fall. The rain came and stayed,
pretty much putting a damper on the whole
day because we always want the best. I
don’t think anyone would choose rain over
shine. This race was a mudder, while not
favorable, it was still enjoyable for folks,
especially from my perspective of watching
everyone!
Morning practice was sweet until the
rain hit at about 10am. At the riders meeting
we voted for a 7-lap one-moto format so
folks didn’t have to hang out in the rain all
day. The racing was more an endurance
race than opposed to going flat-out as hard
as you can because of the longer laps and
muddy conditions that just whipped you in
the rear like getting pattled by the principal
at school (of which I signed up for corporal
punishment in school because I was always
getting in trouble with my mouth. I would
rather take five minutes of pain then a 1 hour
detention.) It was for sure a tough race to
survive because it tried your strength more
so than a regular dry 4-lap moto format. We
had just shy of 150 riders which is a sub-

#289 Tony Usko
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Rain or Shine by Jarrett Strouble
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par turnout but good given the conditions.
Everyone was covered in mud and was
hard to distinguish one rider from the next.
We just had some fun sloppin around on
a renewed race-track. It was tough on the
track-crew side of things as we are on a
steep learning curve to properly operate
OIR! Really looking forward to a hopeful
stellar June 2nd event!
Outside of the racing arose the issue
of possible cancellation due to weather.
10-15 years ago race cancellations were
very rare in our local MX scene but have
become more common in these times.This
is a touchy subject for everyone, so I will
attempt to shed some light on this issue
with some common sense thinking. First
and foremost racing has changed due
to economy. There are also more types
of bikes and quads today than 15 years
ago which brings more classes and skill
levels (another entire subject especially
when it comes to the way open practice
is being handled in these days.) As stated
before; motocross is tough and so are
the riders. A promoter is keenly watching
the weather like a farmer or any outside
job fields do in order to be productive
and make the best decisions for use of
time and resources in the big picture of
their business plan. OMA’s plan is to offer
“Premium Moto” of which I think they are
achieving with understandable mistakes
along the way. So goes life for any of us

whether on a personal or cooperate level.
It is easy for any business to lose money
and especially those that have to take
weather into consideration because your
at nature’s mercy, not under the protection
of shelter to carry out business. Now mix in
motocross which is a recreational business
that folks can do without in life as it is not
a necessity. These harder economic times
basically means less money to go around
for various reasons. That means less money
for consumer’s to spend and less money for
business owners to invest; we all have less
money to risk. The money we do have is
forcing is to consider more deeply than 15
years on our spending habits. Everything
costs more in these times too and yet pay
doesn’t seem to increase at the same rate
as inflation.
All of these means turbulent economic
waters which means tighter budgets with
more risk that effect our daily living. No
individual, no matter your position, enjoys
canceling plans, especially thought-out
plans. No, OMA does not seek out to ruin
your plans by canceling a race or moving
a race...it is just pure economics at it’s
worst because we are kind of in times of
famine not times of feast. If we want tracks
to stay open then we have to understand
they need to operate on a business level
more so than a “come one, come all” no
matter the conditions. Folks are not nearly
as willing today to go shred in the mud as
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it is harder on everything and is not as enjoyable.
Clean-up takes longer which also points to another
valuable commodity that we have less of and that is
time. Everyone is so busy these days for whatever
reason. I get about 6 hours of sleep on average if I
am fortunate between a full-time job, working most
of OMA and some CRA races, Church involvement,
and personal matters. I feel tired most of time. It flatout boggles my mind how families do it (I realize I
spend my time differently and would not be be able
to be as committed to what I am if I had a girl-friend
or family to look after.) I state these common sense
truths hopefully in a way that you can apply them
to your own circumstances, not just motocross;
meaning you can fill in the details on how all this would
workout. LIfe is tough, which is the opposite of easy!
Our government is making it easy for people to live
an easy life, which amounts to nothing meaningful
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and true for them. The consequence of easy living
is being a drain on those who earn a livelihood by
breaking a mental or physical sweat. Division is the
state of our union...that is a scary reality.
After all of this conflict with money and life,
it seems to point back to some basics about life.
The resolution is thankfulness, understanding and
patience towards life and others no matter the
circumstance or who is involved. Put yourself in
someone else’s shoes before you try to lace up their
shoe for them. Motocross is not important to the true
issues of life; yet we think it is because we love to
ride, often feeling it generates takes all the burdens
away. It doesn’t, they are still there waiting for us
when we get off the track (it is refreshing to ride,
but what if you can’t ride? Then what?). Folks that
lived through the Great Depression or periods of War
didn’t have things they wanted, let alone things they

www.omxa.net

needed. That is somewhat dramatic but true. We still
have it very good. Folks, it doesn’t matter if it’s OMA,
CRA, AMA, practices tracks or whatever...lighten up
on the people trying to provide good things for you if
they are giving it an honest effort. Go ride/race where
you will and have fun. Like my Granny says “Don’t
get your britches in a bunch!” (she lived through the
Great Depression.) None of us are perfect, we let
each other down, and we are all capable of making
a decision at any moment that will ruin our life or the
lives of others. Guiltiness in any matter is not beyond
any of us. I am guilty. As for us at OMA, we continue
to move forward for you and ourselves in an honest
up-front kind of roost! Life is tougher than motocross
while requiring more grit and guts to persevere! Are
you able to have peace and joy in your life rain or
shine? BRAP!!!
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OVER-revved by Trent Heller
Now that we are knee deep into moto season, I started to think about him in. At first this angers him, until he goes out for a session. Which
the friends and personalities that make my year so entertaining.
upon returning he’ll make the shocking proclamation, “I forgot how
much fun it is to ride, I need to do this more often.” Never mind that
• The “Local” - Yeah, you know this guy. If the track is open, he is nonsense, repeat sequence 2-3 months later.
there. He knows everybody and everybody knows him. Peace signs
and fist bumps get thrown around more than candy on Halloween. • The “Quad Rider” - What else is there to say, we all know this
His bike is like a horse that knows its way home, just slaps it on strange breed, they’re all the same. Ok I do have some 4 wheeled
the hindquarters and the well trodden route will be ran. He knows friends. Every once in awhile I guess it’s acceptable to ride with us,
every hole, rock, high line, low line, and cheater line available. Can even when the track isn’t sloppy muddy. I try not to make fun of my
navigate the track practically blind folded. Which is good because quad friends, because it’s just too easy. But when you’re a former
he spends most of the time looking over at the fencing, to make “All In,” in partial remission (finger pointing at self), the insults will
sure people are watching him set record lap times.
involuntarily fly right out occasionally.
• The “Perfect Storm” - Part time play/practice rider. Don’t call this
guy to turn laps unless everything is just right. The Goldilocks of
moto here. Too hot/cold, too wet/dry, don’t even bother. If the track
is sweet, the dirt is premium and the temperature is in the tepid
range, He’s probably in. Oh and at least 5 of his good friends need
to be confirmed to go, and they need to be confirming the stellar
conditions that await. Then he’ll probably be there, maybe.....

• The “Bro” - Usually a friend of the “All In” or the “All Talk.” Didn’t
ride 5 years ago, won’t be riding 5 years from now. But moto seems
cool, and might help pull chicks. The lingo, culture and style is quickly
adopted. Sticks with it long enough to seem legit to the general
public. And has some pictures to post on social media other than
flexing or bar scenes for awhile.
• The “Wrench” - His bike is in better condition than yours and
everyone else in your gang. But somehow he still manages to work
on it more than he rides it. Need help working on your bike, vehicle,
tractor, track? He’s there, no problema senor. Want him to go riding?
Sorry buddy, got some fixing to do. Now the Wrench is guaranteed
to ride at least a couple times a year. So he can find something else
wrong with his bike to work on....

• The “All In” - Moto IS life. No off season. Indoors, outdoors, winter
trips to the southern states. New bike, new gear, new graphics.
All other sports suck. What other sports? Motocrossers are the
toughest, fastest, sexiest species to roam the free world. Yeah, every
other brand of bike sucks. Quads suck, work sucks. Night time and
darkness suck, people don’t moto then. Why wouldn’t it suck.? You
don’t need to make plans to ride with this guy. He’ll already be riding
somewhere, just ask him which track.
• The “Vet” - This guy has spent more time loading and unloading
bikes than “The Bro” has spent making laps. Can often talk much
• The “Prodigy” - A younger gentlemen here. Wants to be somebody faster than he rides. Enjoys the pit conversations as much as the
someday. Can get around the track pretty good. And of course if you track time. Of course the older he gets, the faster he was. If he is
dress like, talk like, act like the pro riders, will most likely eventually having an off day, it’s because the suspension is acting funny. It’s
be one. Slap some energy drink graphics on that weed whacker, definitely not the barometric pressure causing his joints to ache,
and let er rip junior, you can do it.
which is slowing him down.
• The “All Talk” - Doesn’t ride anymore than the average rider, but
lacks the funding to be the “All In”. All moto all the time, just more
talk and less ride. Will start talking/arguing bikes, tracks, parts, gear,
races, and pro riders without a seconds notice, at any time. Rides So go get your varying cast of characters together and sling some
as often as able. And tells everyone about it, several times.
dirt. Don’t stop and smell the roses, because there is nothing good
about roses. Have yourself a big inhale of some high octane exhaust
• The “Hardly Ever” - Usually a former “All Talk”, but family life on an early race morning. If that does not bring a smile to your face,
found him. Has more excuses not to ride than he has old racing well, you are no friend of mine.
stories (and that’s a lot!). Only way to get him to a track is show
up at his house, and perform a sneak attack. Hog tie him with duct
tape, and throw his bike and gear in the trailer right after you throw
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Gavin MAys by Rupert X

Tony Usko

Making the outdoors

GREAT!

...sometimes just can’t stay in Vegas. Local OMA kid, Gavin Mays,
was one of the fortunate 15 selected to race the newly revitalized
KTM Junior Supercross Challenge at the 2013 Las Vegas Supercross
Finale in Sam Boyd Stadium. The factory-prepped race bike and
tons of cool swag was way more than most could have wished
for but, as Gavin says, “racing on the same track as Ryan Dungey
and signing all those autographs was AWESOME!”. What’s better?

Photo by Jeff Kardas

Getting to spend the weekend with his parents and crew chief, Elise,
for some fun in the desert sun. Moto rules!
Gavin’s dad wants to thank the folks at KTM, Sport Cycles Racing,
Race Tech, 100%, Leatt, One, TCX, Shafe, Root Beer, and everyone
else for all the help!!!
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20 Questions With Brock Sellards
1. Where are you from originally?
New Philadelphia Ohio
2. How’d you get into riding?
My dad,mom,brother,sister all rode and I started the
day I turned 4
3. I know you’re somewhat biased, but what is your
favorite OMA track?
OIR Love it!
4. What was your favorite track in this area growing
up?
Amherst Medowlarks because they had big jumps for
60cc bikes
5. Was there a local legend that you really looked up
to?
Fred Andrews
6. You rode for Team Green growing up. How did
that shape your career, and how does that type of
sponsorship compare to the types of support out there
now?
I would get around 8 bikes a year and unlimited parts.
Everyone has cut back these days
7. You rode on the national circuit for several years, do
you have a favorite track/experience that stands out
amongst all of those great memories?
Washougal in 1999 when I beat Carmichael strait up
no crashes no excuses to win my first national.
8. The world is a big place, are there any places you’ve
visited that you’ve just been blown away by? Ohio is
nice, but where would you be if you weren’t back here
in the Buckeye state?
I’ve raced for different teams all over the world and I
love culture change but it’s hard to beat America and
out of the 50 states I would hands down pick Idaho.
I go there once or twice a year and got introduced to
flying airplanes by flying the back country with Danny
Smith and Bob Hanah i Bush planes. It is absolutely
beautiful and refreshing.
9. What keeps you busy nowadays?
I got my pilots license in 2006 and built an engine for a
plane I bought. Then I started my own airplane engine
company, own an excavating business, sales rep for
WPS and Fly Racing, president of the MX comitte at
Crow Canyon Motorcycle Club, rebuild and flip TDI
Volkswagens, build and flip dirtbikes, build tracks
and promote races at Beans and Crows, and have an
awesome wife and two kids.

“So many people want change,

then again so many love it the way it is.
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20 Questions With Brock Sellards

Photo by Mikki Crist

10. Can you explain a bit more about your
involvement with Crow Canyon, Bean’s, the OMA,
etc.?
I spent a lot of time with BJ last year rebuilding
and promoting Beans. When the OMA was formed
Jason Rogers spoke to me about coming on board
with him and Jeremy and promote races at Beans.
Considering Malvern and Beans has lights, a
Saturday night race series sounded to great to let
go. Then I pushed to hold an event at Crows for the
fact I was positive I could make it an elite race track.
And since it’s a club only it gave nonmemebers a
chance to ride there a couple times a year. Jeremy
saw the opportunity and added it to the schedule.
11. What were the factors that led to making Crow
Canyon membership based, or dare I say a “Club”?
Tell us a little more about the logic and structure
behind that.
Crow was originally ran by Tom Gibson and his
brother in law Steve Johnson. Steve worked at
Wiseco and quit to work for CV4 in North Carolina.
Jeff and Chuck took over and ran it 350 days a
year minus deer season for 10 or 12 years. I came
across a great business opportunity and handed
it to Jeff and Chuck to start a KTM and Arctic Cat
dealership. So they had to move to a new location
with AES and that left the shop (now our clubhouse)
vacant. No one was left to run the facility so we
got together and decided if we started a club we
could keep it open. It was either that or loose 400
acres of fun!
12. When designing a track, you can never satisfy
everyone. How challenging is it to make something
that is both technical for pros and safe for total
novices? Building a track is one thing but rebuilding
a track is way harder. So many people want change
then again so many love it the way it is. Beans
for instance, we turned it around backwards and it
cost about $10,000 to do it! two months of fixing
erosion and getting dirt pulled back on the track.
Crowning it so it wont hold water. Putting in drain
pipes etc. And most don’t realize how much work
that is all the fixate on is jumps. I don’t get it but
that’s how it is. I filled it all the doubles and made
all tables, buried giant pipes, made dual lines, and
still got the same few guys wining about a 50 foot
table they don’t have balls to jump. You change
that and everyone will come here! Then one night
they grow a pair jump it and tell me it’s the greatest

thing since sliced bread. So now I ride the tracks
and if and 85 can jump it I’m not changing it.
13. Your thoughts on “BRO” moto culture and
what it has become (feel free to decline with a “no
comment”)? Outa the loop don’t know what BRO
means. Sorry
14. There are a ton of kids out there after what
you achieved in racing. Any tips for those out there
looking to amp up their game?
If you dream of being a superstar you better
workharder than all the others combined. And if
you still don’t have it do it for fun because daddy
will be broke! It don’t take years to figure out, if you
never ever lose and you never have competition
until you get to the nationals, you might have a
chance. Oh yeah, you gotta win those too!
15. How do you feel about Loretta Lynn’s? Good
experience or a waste of time? Has that changed
scene changed in recent years?
Loretta Lynns is the only way you will ever get
factory support at a young age. Top three minimum
but it’s a must to go there.
16. Any local riders you have your eye on/impressed
by?
Brock Papi I’ve hung out with a few times ant my
house and he reminds me of myself bigtime. He
dominates, aggravates, irritates, and is wide open.
He has a good shot for sure.
17. Who are you liking for outdoors this year?
RV can’t be stopped. Amazing plus he has my old
mechanic lol
18. Favorite feeling/thing to do on a bike?
Jumping is always killer because you leave the
ground but I love rough downhills and sick berms
you can lay in to.
19. What do you like to do other than riding dirt
bikes?
Playing with my kids. It’s the greatest gift you will
ever have.
20. Who are the people/sponsors you’d like to
thank?
I would like to thank everyon who has stood beside
me my whole career. My family, friends, supporters,
thanks a bunch I’m glad we had a good run at it
over the years.
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Chillitown
I’d heard the buzz regarding this new motocross
track down in Chillicothe a couple years back and,
finally, me and the boys traipsed on down, straight
south of Columbus, to investigate. While not blessed
with a whole bunch of hills and elevation changes,
the crew have worked out a pretty sweet circuit
on the ol’ fairgrounds property and, since day one,
have tried to give every one of their events a special
feel, making sure everyone has a good time andexperiences a very decent motocross day. This year,
with their inclusion into the OMA, track organizers
had hoped that being part of the grand scheme
of this exciting new association- and its affiliated
tracks, would bring a new gathering of customers
down to Chillitown, to test out their wares and, take
a spin on the new, lengthened circuit. Truth be told,
even though this pristine, well-manicured facility
but an hour from the hustle and bustle of capital
city – had seemingly everything going for it – they
really had not drawn the quantity of riders they had
expected, especially at a motocross track in a parklike setting, featuring most amenities associated
with a campground, and then some. Well, as the
paint dried on their new podium and the riders rolled
in on the weekend of April 20/21, all the hard work
of this collective gang of enthusiasts paid off, with
at least three hundred riders and their entourages
turned out for a magnificent weekend of racing.
With beautiful blue skies and a very healthy
turnout of excited riders, round #4 of the OMA’s
Moto-Revolution Series launched with some very
close, exciting racing in many classes, with a very
quick top five in the 40 plus class, led by Billy
Demastry and ol’ pro Mikey Blair, to a changing of
the “younger guard” in the 25 + and 30+ classes,
where Westerville’s Shaun Kuchler swept all four
moto’s in convincing fashion. In the Pro Bike class,
local legend Nathan Skaggs – an accomplished
pro Arenacross racer, was all about the win – yet
challenged all the while by a relentless Colin Thomas
and fellow fast dudes Logan Pfleiderer and Koty
Howard.
Great track, an incredible facility with more RV
hook-ups than you can shake a sprocket at – don’t
miss Chili’s next TREMENDOUS BIG race – in July.

The Cold Facts
by Rupert x Pellet

#6 Nathan Skaggs
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Chillitown The Cold Facts
So who is Ohio’s fastest current
PRO MOTOCROSSER (A/ Expert/
Whatever Fast Dude)?
I often wonder about this, as
should you, I suppose…From the
Arenacross side of things we have the
aforementioned Nathan Skaggs, plus
Willy Browning, Jeff Gibson, Michael
Willard, Zach Ames, Steven Mages and
Pat Massie, that all sporadically compete
in local Ohio motocross events. From a
fan’s perspective, not enough – we love
seeing these dudes ride ! And, of course
we have gentleman fresh off the AMA
Monster Energy Supercross tour; like
Todd Krieg, Levi Kilbarger, Shawn Rife
and Bethesda, Ohio’s Daniel Herrlein
– who won that Daytona SX LCQ in
thrilling style…
And then there are the fast guys
that compete in the local races – Ohio
fast guys like Logan Pfleiderer, Colin
Thomas, Jacob Berger, Bad Brad Baker,
Koty Howard, Austin Primavera, Chris
Carr, Jeramy Taylor , AJ Green and Tyler
Thomas – probably a few others that I
haven’t mentioned or forgotten about…
Let me know your thoughts – if you had
to pick a top ten of current OHIO fast
guys, how would you rank them? And
who would be number one?

COOL IT

- Cheers, Rupert X

#318 CONNOR SHINGLETON

#901 Shaun Kuchler
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Chillitown

The Cold Facts
#227 Logan Pfleiderer

#23 Scottie Leighton
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